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The development of a practical magnesium-anode battery requires electrolytes that allow for highly efficient magnesium exchange
while also being compatible with cathode materials. Here, a one-dimensional continuum-scale model is developed to simulate cyclic
plating/stripping voltammetry of a model magnesium-based electrolyte system employing magnesium borohydride/dimethoxyethane
[Mg(BH4)2/DME] solutions on a gold substrate. The model is developed from non-electroneutral dilute-solution theory, using
Nernst-Planck equations for the mass flux and Poisson’s equation for the electrostatic potential. The electrochemical reaction is
modeled with multistep Butler-Volmer kinetics, with a modified current/overpotential relationship that separately accounts for the
portions of the current responsible for nucleating new deposits and propagating or dissolving existing ones. The diffusivities of the
electrolyte species, standard heterogeneous rate constant, charge-transfer coefficient, formal potential, and nucleation overpotential
are determined computationally by reproducing experimental voltammograms. The model is computationally inexpensive and
therefore allows for broad parametric studies of electrolyte behavior that would otherwise be impractical.
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A rechargeable magnesium battery was first demonstrated 25 years
ago when Gregory et al.1 showed that magnesium could be reversibly
deposited onto and dissolved from a magnesium-metal surface, as
well as intercalated into and deintercalated from various host cath-
odes. Further interest in secondary magnesium batteries arose fol-
lowing the work of Aurbach et al.,2 which demonstrated a highly
efficient organohaloaluminate electrolyte using a magnesium anode
and a Mo6S8 Chevrel-phase cathode. As a battery anode, magnesium
metal offers important advantages over both intercalation compounds
and lithium metal, including a higher theoretical volumetric energy
capacity (3833 mAh/cm3 vs. 2046 mAh/cm3 for lithium metal and
760 mAh/cm3 for graphite-based lithium-ion anodes), as well as a
higher abundance in the earth’s crust.3 Additionally, magnesium is less
prone to dendrite formation than lithium when electrodeposited and
therefore offers potential for improved battery cycle life and safety.4

In addition to high-capacity electrode materials, a practical mag-
nesium battery will also require an efficient electrolyte that is com-
patible with (i.e., chemically stable in contact with) these electrodes.
Compared to lithium electrolytes, magnesium electrolytes remain in
a relatively early developmental stage.1–29 Electrolytes formulated
from Grignard reagents have been widely studied both in the battery
and general electrochemistry communities.1,6,28,30–35 The speciation
of these electrolytes is complex because, in addition to ionic disso-
ciation, the reagents also undergo the Schlenk equilibrium process
(a type of ligand exchange) and form multimeric species in many
solvents. Both organohaloaluminates and the so-called magnesium
aluminum chloride complex (MACC) are electrolyte classes that re-
late closely to Grignard reagents; both include a Lewis acid, such
as AlCl3, to facilitate dissociation and shift the Schlenk equilibrium.
Organohaloaluminates are typically of the form RMgX + AlCl3, and
MACC is typically of the form MgCl2 + AlCl3.2,7,8,11,12,27 Due to their
halide content, Grignards, organohaloaluminates, and MACC are cor-
rosive to non-noble metal substrates, which presents a challenge to
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their practical application in batteries.14 To avoid this problem, inor-
ganic salts such as Mg(TFSI)2 and Mg(BH4)2 in solutions based on
traditional solvents10,15–17,19–21 or ionic liquids22–24,26 have also been
explored.

Despite the recent growth in efforts to develop efficient magnesium
electrolytes, many challenges remain. For example, formation of ion-
blocking passivation films on magnesium surfaces and compatibility
with cathode materials (allowing reversible intercalation of Mg2+)
both remain challenges.3,11,13,20,36 Development of accurate electro-
chemical models of magnesium electrolytes, including how they in-
teract with electrodes, could provide the insight needed to guide a
search for the optimal electrolyte.

The electrochemical performance of any electrolyte depends
strongly on various properties. Pinpointing which parameters most
strongly impact performance can be a challenge, however. To date,
only limited property values are available in the literature. For ex-
ample, diffusivities have been reported for an organohaloaluminate
in THF8 and for Mg(TFSI)2, Mg(BF4)2, and Mg(BH4)2 in a small
number of solvents.21 Estimates of the nucleation overpotential for
magnesium deposition on different metal substrates4,37,38 have also
been presented. Development of a computational model for the plat-
ing and stripping of magnesium may be helpful, both to identify
currently unexplored properties and to examine how these properties
influence performance.

This paper demonstrates an efficient computational approach for
simultaneously determining several key electrolyte properties such as
ion diffusivities, kinetic properties such as heterogeneous rate con-
stants, charge-transfer symmetry factors, and nucleation overpoten-
tials, and equilibrium properties such as formal reaction potentials.
By providing an understanding of how these factors impact plat-
ing/stripping kinetics, the approach may be utilized to propose optimal
parameter values that would lead to improved battery performance.

Several models have been proposed to simulate the kinetics of
electrodeposition and electrodissolution of metals. Wheeler et al.39

employed the level-set method in two dimensions to examine the de-
position of copper and to track the location of the metal/electrolyte
interface, the movement of which was governed by Butler-Volmer
kinetics. Guyer et al.40,41 reported a thermodynamically derived
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one-dimensional (1D) phase-field model of metal deposition that in-
cluded charge-separation effects in the double layer and was able
to recover the behavior described by Butler-Volmer kinetics. Ad-
ditional phase-field models have also been derived in two or three
dimensions to examine deposition of copper,42 lithium,43–45 zinc,46

and, most recently, magnesium.25 All of these models have increased
scientific understanding of the rich set of phenomena observed dur-
ing electrodeposition and electrodissolution. Nevertheless, they are
commonly limited by high computational cost, which can hinder pa-
rameterization efforts as well as the rapid determination of physical
properties of materials based on the model results.

This paper presents a new continuum-scale model that is com-
putationally inexpensive which can be employed to determine pa-
rameters describing both transport dynamics in the liquid electrolyte
and interfacial reactions. The model is used to simulate cyclic
voltammetry (CV) of a magnesium borohydride/dimethoxyethane
(Mg(BH4)2/DME) electrolyte on a gold substrate. In the following
sections, we formulate the model’s governing equations, outline the
numerical methods by which these equations are solved, and de-
scribe the batch data-processing procedure employed to fit simulated
CV curves to experimental data. The experimental methodology em-
ployed to obtain CV data is then described. Finally, the experimental
and simulation results are provided, along with a discussion of the
general utility of the model. This work demonstrates the model’s ap-
plicability in parameterizing the electrolyte properties.

Theory

One common approach to modeling electrochemical systems is to
apply dilute solution theory to describe the electrolyte. Generally, this
approach involves treating the solvent as a species in great excess and
solving the set of equations that govern the material balances for each
solute species i,

∂ci

∂t
= −∇ · Ji [1]

where ci is the concentration, Ji the total molar flux (a vector quantity),
and t is time. Nernst-Planck equations are adopted as constitutive laws
for mass transport,47–49

Ji = −Di∇ci − zi ci
Di F
RT

∇φ [2]

where Di is the diffusion coefficient, zi is the charge, F is Faraday’s
constant, R is the ideal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and
φ is the local electrostatic potential. We note that the Nernst-Einstein
relationship50 has also been employed to eliminate the electrochemical
mobility as a degree of freedom here. The two terms on the right-hand
side of Eq. 2 correspond to contributions from diffusion and migration,
respectively; it is assumed that convection is negligible in the overall
mass transport. Poisson’s equation relates the electrostatic potential
in the electrolyte to the local charge density, ρ = F

∑
zi ci , as

∇2φ = − ρ

ϵ0ϵs
[3]

where ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space and ϵs is the dielectric
constant of the electrolyte.50 When combined, Eqs. 1 through 3 form
the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) system of equations.

Due to the nonlinearity and extreme stiffness of the PNP equa-
tions, simplifications are typically made to permit analytical solutions.
Such simplifications include those by Cottrell51,52 and Nicholson and
Shain.53 These theories typically assume an electrolyte that contains
supporting species to eliminate electrostatic migration and do not
allow for mass transfer to occur between the electrolyte and the elec-
trode. Therefore, they do not apply to magnesium deposition and thus
numerical models must be employed.

There have been substantial efforts to develop efficient methods
for solving the time-dependent PNP equations numerically. As in the
analytical models, simplifying approximations have commonly been
used to improve numerical efficiency, such as electroneutrality of the

electrolyte, which may be expressed as ρ = 0,25,46,50,54,55 or that the
current density, i, is solenoidal, ∇ · i = 0.25,50 Cohen and Cooley56

presented one of the earliest attempts to solve the PNP equations nu-
merically by assuming electroneutrality and adding a displacement
current proportional to the time derivative of the electric field to the
expression describing local current density. They then solved the re-
sulting system of equations using an explicit finite difference method
(FDM) with a predictor-corrector scheme. Sandifer and Buck57 ex-
tended Cohen and Cooley’s approach56 by solving for the electrostatic
potential with an implicit scheme, resulting in a mixed explicit/implicit
scheme for the complete system of equations. A limitation of explicit
FDMs is that there is a maximum time-step size above which nu-
merical instability ensues. Brumleve and Buck58 noted that the limi-
tation to small time steps made simulations of large electrochemical
systems expensive and implemented a fully implicit FDM to allow
larger time steps, using Newton-Raphson iteration to solve the Nernst-
Planck and displacement-current equations simultaneously. Streeter
and Compton59 employed a similar method, substituting the fully
implicit stencil with a semi-implicit Crank-Nicolson stencil for the
concentration evolution to study weakly supported potential-step ex-
periments. They also solved Poisson’s equation, rather than assuming
electroneutrality or implementing a displacement-current equation.
Dickinson et al.60 subsequently modified the methodology of Streeter
and Compton59 to simulate CV of idealized single-electron transfer
reactions at a hemispherical working electrode. Their model also as-
sumed that the electrolyte was weakly to strongly supported and that
no mass was transferred from the electrolyte to the electrode.

This work builds upon the methodology of Dickinson et al.60 by
extending the interfacial reaction model to account for the nucleation,
growth, and dissolution of metal deposits, as well as the experimen-
tal Coulombic efficiency. The utility of the model is demonstrated
by identifying parameter sets that are consistent with experimentally
obtained CV data. With this validation, the model could be employed
in the future to determine how parameters may differ between differ-
ent electrolyte systems that are under consideration for metal-anode
battery applications.

Model Formulation

The present methodology derives from the work of Dickinson
et al.60 with several modifications, listed below. First, the electrolyte
is taken to be unsupported. Second, the overall redox reaction is taken
to comprise a sequence of two single-electron transfers, each governed
by Butler-Volmer kinetics. Third, mass exchange between the elec-
trolyte and electrode surface is allowed. Fourth, the model includes
descriptions of both the nucleation behavior of magnesium and its
Coulombic efficiency. Finally, the cell geometry is taken to be planar;
this has an advantage in that it makes the ohmic loss between the work-
ing and reference electrode more precise, but a disadvantage in that
the diffusion boundary layer may extend well into the electrolyte.50

Within the present 1D model, the counter electrode is assumed to be
sufficiently far away from the reference electrode that the diffusion
boundary layer extending from it does not impact the concentration
field at the reference electrode during the duration of a CV sweep. In
practice, experimental cells must be carefully designed so that these
approximations are satisfied.

Since a planar cell was not available, experiments were performed
in a standard three-compartment electrochemical cell, and the result-
ing data were used to parameterize the model. Fitting of data from
the three-compartment cell serves to demonstrate the methodology as
a proof-of-concept. These promising results will hopefully stimulate
interest in performing experiments that correspond to the geometry
assumed in simulations.

Model electrochemical half-cell.—The model describes an elec-
trochemical half-cell comprising a working electrode (WE), a ref-
erence electrode (RE), and a region of electrolyte between them. A
1D model geometry is assumed, which approximates flat planar elec-
trodes separated by a distance that is small in comparison to the size of
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the model domain (not to scale).
Within the electrolyte, the concentrations of each electrolyte species are tracked
along with the local electrostatic potential. The surface of the working electrode
(WE), which is a combination of the substrate and deposited magnesium layer,
is at x = 0, while the surface of the reference electrode (RE) is at x = L.

the electrode surface. This model geometry is similar to those used in
many experimental cells for battery material testing, such as coin cells
or Swagelok cells. However, such cells would typically not include a
reference electrode and would likely have a smaller spacing between
the working and counter electrodes than is assumed here.

Magnesium is deposited and dissolved from the WE, which is
assumed to be an ideal noble metal that does not participate in the
reaction. Initially, we assume that there is no magnesium deposited
upon the surface of the WE. A schematic representation of the model
system is presented in Fig. 1. The origin (x = 0) of the coordinate
system is defined as the interface between the WE or deposited layer
and the electrolyte. The surface of the reference electrode (RE) is
defined to reside at position x = L. The counter electrode is not
explicitly considered in the model; it is assumed that the counter
electrode is far enough away from the WE and RE such that it does
not influence the response at either electrode. In cases where this
assumption is not valid, the model can be modified to account for the
counter electrode.

The electrolyte is assumed to be Mg(BH4)2 in dimethoxyethane
(DME), a member of the glyme series. According to Mohtadi et al.,15

dissociation of the salt in solution is governed by the equilibrium
reactions

Mg(BH4)2 ⇀↽ Mg(BH4)+ + BH−
4 [4]

Mg(BH4)+ ⇀↽ Mg2+ + BH−
4 [5]

where the equilibrium concentration of each species is determined by
Kd1 and Kd2, the respective dissociation constants of Eqs. 4 and 5.
Both Kd1 and Kd2, and therefore the exact species concentrations, are
unknown. It is generally believed that other metal borohydride salts
exist in solution as a combination of solvated ions as well as solvated
ion pairs.61,62 In addition, Mohtadi et al.15 determined via IR and NMR
spectroscopy that while further dissociation occurs in DME than in
THF, it is still unlikely that complete dissociation of Mg(BH4)2 occurs
in solution. Here, it is assumed that the salt is mostly dissociated to
its constituent ions, but if the actual speciation differs, the approach
may require corresponding modifications. It is assumed that the re-
dox couple for the electrodeposition and electrodissolution reaction
is composed of two sequential single-electron transfers involving the
Mg2+ ion produced by Eq. 5,

Mg2+ + e− → Mg+
i [6]

Mg+
i + e− → Mg [7]

where Mg+
i is an unstable intermediate. The overall half-reaction is

Mg2+ + 2e− → Mg [8]

where metallic magnesium is deposited upon the WE.

Electrolyte species concentration and electrostatic potential.—
The model physics are described by the 1D Cartesian forms of Eqs. 1
through 3. To fully specify the solution of the boundary value prob-
lem, it is necessary to define boundary conditions on these equations.

At the boundary between the WE and the electrolyte (at x = 0), it
is assumed that the eventual thickness of the deposited magnesium
layer is significantly smaller than the WE/RE separation, and thus it is
assumed to be stationary in time. No reactions occur at the boundary
between the electrolyte and RE (at x = L). The system size, L , is suf-
ficiently large such that the combined diffusion/migration front does
not reach the RE at the end of the simulation time. Therefore, rather
than assuming a no-flux boundary condition, the concentration of each
species can be set to its nominal bulk concentration for simplicity,

ci |x=L = ci,bulk [9]

The boundary condition at the WE surface (x = 0) is dependent upon
whether or not a given species is involved in the electron transfer
reaction. For inert species, a no-flux boundary condition is imposed:

Ji |x=0 = 0 [10]

while for Mg2+, the current is proportional to the current density, i :

JMg2+
∣∣

x=0 = i/2F [11]

The zero-field approximation59,63 is taken to govern the electrostatic
potential at the WE surface,

∂φ

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0 [12]

which assumes that the thickness of the double layer is negligible
in comparison to the extent of the diffusion layer in the electrolyte,
and thus the potential drop across the double layer does not substan-
tially contribute to the potential difference between the WE and zero-
field plane. For sufficiently large time and length scales, Streeter and
Compton59 concluded that the zero-field approximation was in agree-
ment with a previously described dynamic double layer model.64 The
potential is set to a constant at the RE surface (x = L), and we choose
the value to be zero for convenience:

φ|x=L = 0 [13]

If there is significant variation of the electrolyte concentration at this
boundary, assuming a fixed potential may introduce some amount
of error in the calculated formal reaction potential. This error is on
the order of 10 mV, which is small compared to the uncertainties
introduced by the differences between the model geometry and the
experimental geometry.

Reaction kinetics.—The current density is taken to relate to total
(surface and concentration) overpotential through a reaction rate law.
To account for the multistep reaction, Butler-Volmer equations are
written for both reaction steps in Eqs. 6 and 7 in the form employed
by Dickinson et al.60 We then employ an approach similar to that
described by Newman and Thomas-Alyea,50 where the intermediate
species formed in Eq. 6 does not accumulate, and thus the current
associated with the reaction in Eq. 6 must equal the current associated
with the reaction in Eq. 7. If the heterogeneous rate constant associated
with Eq. 7 is much greater than the rate constant associated with
Eq. 6, the resulting current-overpotential relation may be written as

i = 2Fk0

{
cMgexp

[
(2 − β) F

RT
η

]
− cMg2+ exp

[
− βF

RT
η

]}
[14]

where i is the current density, k0 is the standard heterogeneous rate
constant for the multistep reaction, β is the symmetry factor, and η =
E −φ0−E0′

is the overpotential. Here, E is the potential of the WE (as
compared to the RE), φ0 is the electrostatic potential in the electrolyte
immediately adjacent to the electrode, and E0′

is the formal potential
of the redox reaction at the equilibrium electrolyte concentration.

The kinetic rate law presented above is insufficient for capturing
all of the essential features of the electrodeposition and electrodisso-
lution of magnesium within the 1D model. Experimentally obtained
CV curves for the electrodeposition and electrodissolution of magne-
sium to and from non-magnesium electrodes exhibit a hysteresis in
the current density.2,15,16,28,65 Towards the more reducing potentials of
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the voltammogram, the onset of measurable current occurs later than
would be expected, which is attributed to the effect of a nucleation
overpotential associated with a free energy barrier for deposition.4,65

In the oxidative region of the voltammogram, the current density
increases until it abruptly drops to zero once all of the available
magnesium has been dissolved from the WE. Experimentally, this
drop-off occurs sooner than would be expected from the amount of
magnesium deposited28 because of Coulombic inefficiency. The fol-
lowing sections describe how both the nucleation overpotential and
the Coulombic efficiency of the reaction process may be incorporated
to supplement the kinetic rate law.

Nucleation.—As mentioned, there is an overpotential associated
with the nucleation of magnesium deposits upon the WE surface, and
this overpotential may be observed experimentally. In the kinetic rate
law, the nucleation overpotential may be included as an additional
term in the exponential. Experimental observations suggest that once
a deposit has nucleated, no extra overpotential is necessary for its
continued growth.38 At any point during electrodeposition, nucleated
deposits comprise a portion of the WE’s surface area, with the balance
being bare. The further nucleation and growth of deposits may both
contribute to the measured current response, and as such, the kinetic
rate law can be extended to represent a combination of the processes
of deposit nucleation and subsequent growth:

i = 2Fk0

{
cMgθ exp

[
(2 − β) F

RT
η

]
− cMg2+

(
θ exp

[
− βF

RT
η

]

+ (1 − θ) exp
[
− βF

RT
(η − ηnuc)

])}
[15]

where θ is the fractional coverage of the bare WE surface by deposits
and ηnuc is the nucleation overpotential.

Magnesium deposited from organohaloaluminate electrolytes has
been observed to nucleate in a hexagonal plate morphology.4,25 Un-
fortunately, the available micrographs for Mg(BH4)2 in tetraglyme
only show the deposit morphology well after the initial nucleation
process has completed.24 Thus we assume that magnesium deposits
from Mg(BH4)2/DME also nucleate as hexagonal plates with a con-
stant ratio between the height and the deposit spacing; as these plates
grow, they increasingly cover the WE surface and eventually merge. In
this case, the value of θ is directly proportional to the average surface
concentration of deposited magnesium, $dep, until the deposits fully
cover the WE and the fractional coverage reaches unity:

θ =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(
$dep (t)

$ref

) 2
3

$dep (t) ≤ $ref

1 $dep (t) > $ref

[16]

Here, $ref = rd/% represents the surface concentration of magnesium
at which the surface is fully covered, where r is the ratio between the
deposit’s height and the reference deposit edge length, d , and % is the
molar volume of magnesium. The surface concentration of deposited
magnesium relates to the current density through

$dep (t) = −
∫ t

0

i (t)
2F

dt [17]

Alternative assumptions can be made for the relationship between θ
and $dep to account for different deposit morphologies, which could
be described in terms of their size, shape, and average spacing on the
electrode surface. In future studies, it may also be desirable to account
for the increased surface area of the electrode that would occur from
the nucleation and growth of deposits; at present, it is assumed that
this effect can be neglected.

Coulombic efficiency.—The 1D model also includes a phe-
nomenological parameter that allows incorporation of the exper-
imentally determined Coulombic efficiency, CE. This is defined

as15,16,66

CE = q tot
diss

q tot
dep

[18]

where q tot
diss is the total charge that passes across the WE during elec-

trodissolution and q tot
dep is the total charge that passes across the WE

during electrodeposition. Since the charge is related to the integral of
the current, Eq. 18 can be rewritten as follows:

CE =
∫t

0 idiss (t) dt
∫t

0 idep (t) dt
=

∫t
0 J Mg2+

diss (t) dt

∫t
0 J Mg2+

dep (t) dt
[19]

where idiss(t) is the electrodissolution current, idep(t) is the electrode-

position current, and J Mg2+

diss (t) and J Mg2+

dep (t) are the fluxes of Mg2+

from and to the WE, respectively. These fluxes are obtained by split-
ting Eq. 15 into its electrodeposition and electrodissolution compo-
nents and applying Faraday’s Law:

J Mg2+

diss (t) = k0CMgθ exp
[

(2 − β) F
RT

η

]
[20]

J Mg2+

dep (t) = k0CMg2+

{
θ exp

[
− βF

RT
η

]

+ (1 − θ) exp
[
− βF

RT
(η − ηnuc)

]}
[21]

A CE less than 1 (cf. Eq. 18) may arise from one or more pro-
cesses in the cell that occur concurrently with the electrodeposition
and electrodissolution of magnesium. In the experimental CV curves
and electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) data pre-
sented by Lu et al.,28 it seems reasonable to propose that these pro-
cesses may be broadly categorized as one of two types. The first is
a non-electrochemically active process that causes magnesium to be
dissolved more quickly than expected (for example, magnesium be-
coming electronically isolated from the surface). The second is an
electrochemically active process (such as a side reaction) during de-
position that would contribute to the measured current, which would
appear as if more magnesium was being deposited than in actuality.
For our model, we assume a dominant process of the former type.
Under the assumption that all deposited magnesium is subsequently
dissolved from the WE, the following equation must hold:

∫ t

0
J Mg2+

dep (t) dt =
∫ t

0

(
J Mg2+

diss (t) + J Mg2+

side (t)
)

dt [22]

Further, we assume that the flux of Mg2+ due to processes not included
in the redox couple, J Mg2+

side , is directly proportional to the electrodis-

solution flux, J Mg2+

diss , with a proportionality constant ω. This allows
Eq. 22 to be rewritten as:

∫ t

0
J Mg2+

dep (t) dt =
∫ t

0

(
J Mg2+

diss (t) + ωJ Mg2+

diss (t)
)

dt = M + ωM

[23]
Equations 18 and 23 can be combined to determine the value of ω:

ω = 1
CE

− 1 [24]

Finally, i(t) in Eq. 17 is split into its components, idiss(t) and idep(t),
and idiss(t) is multiplied by (1 + ω):

$dep (t) = −
∫ t

0

(1 + ω) idiss (t) − idep (t)
nF

dt [25]

which results in an expression of $dep that is corrected for the effects
of the Coulombic efficiency. Alternatively, if an additional electro-
chemically active process during deposition is dominant, one could
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still arrive at ω as described by Eq. 24, but $dep would revert to Eq. 17,
and the total measured current would be greater by a factor of 1 + ω
than the actual deposition current.

Numerical methods.—Equations 1 through 3 are coupled non-
linear partial differential equations that are numerically stiff,58–60,67

requiring small time step size if an explicit time stepping scheme
were employed. Therefore, the equations are discretized using a semi-
implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme that is second order in space and first
order in time. The spatial grid is composed of 100 points whose posi-
tions are given by:

x j = x j−1

(
L

&x0

) 1
N−2

[26]

where x j is the j-th grid point position, &x0 = 1 Å is the minimum
grid spacing, and N is the number of grid points. The grid point x1
is at −&x0 and the grid point x2 is at &x0. This generates a grid
that has high resolution near the WE and lower resolution toward
the RE, which ensures good numerical accuracy without sacrificing
computational efficiency. At each grid point, five unknown quantities
are defined: the concentrations of the four species (Mg2+, Mg(BH4)+,
BH4

−, and undissociated Mg(BH4)2) in the electrolyte and the local
electrostatic potential, φ. All of the unknown quantities are solved
simultaneously using the Newton-Raphson method, as described by
Brumleve and Buck58 and Streeter and Compton.59 The linear system
for the Newton-Raphson iteration is solved using Gaussian Elimina-
tion with partial pivoting. A dimensionless scheme similar to those in
the literature58,60,68 was implemented to both improve the numerical
accuracy and simplify the governing equations, the details of which
may be found in the Supporting Information.

Fitting procedure.—The model described in the previous section
is applied to construct a series of simulated CV curves. A semiauto-
matic procedure is adopted to determine the best-fitting parameters
for the model. For each unknown parameter in the system, a batch-
processing routine tests all possible combinations of parameters that
are uniformly sampled from a discrete set within a range of values.
For each simulated CV curve, the sum of squares of the difference
with respect to the experimental data within a relevant portion of the
voltage scan is calculated as a measure of the absolute error, which
is minimized. For this study, the model simulates the CV curve be-
tween ±1 V applied potentials, and for the calculation of the error
we consider the voltage range starting at 0 V (where the experimental
sweep started), to the lower bound of −1 V, and then back to 0.2 V
(just before the peak during electrodissolution). This voltage range
was chosen for the error calculation because the model is unable to
capture the observed dissolution behavior past 0.2 V, which is likely
due to changes in the deposit morphology that are not considered
by the present approximations. To reduce the number of degrees of
freedom within the parameter space, all of the species arising from
the dissociation of Mg(BH4)2 are taken to have equal diffusivity, D
(consistent with the data reported by Rajput et al.21). In addition to
D, the fitting procedure is used to obtain the values of the standard
heterogeneous rate constant, k0, the symmetry factor, β, the formal
reaction potential, E0′

, and the nucleation overpotential, ηnuc, which
appear in Eqs. 8 and 17.

This fitting procedure is applied to the first cycle of the experi-
mentally obtained CV curve with a 20 mV/s voltage scan rate. An
exploratory parameter sweep is performed to find the initial search
range for subsequent parameter sweeps. A coarse parameter sweep is
performed, and a histogram is generated of the parameter combina-
tions whose sum of squared error (SSE) is less than 7 × 10−7 A2/cm4.
This threshold value is chosen because it both encompasses the range
of space where the likely parameters exist and results in voltammo-
grams that are in good visual agreement with the experimental data. If
a smaller tolerance is chosen, the histograms exhibit gaps in the peaks,
which is due to an insufficient number of parameter sets that satisfy
the tolerance at the coarse sampling resolution. The coarse histogram

is then used to determine the bounds of a finer parameter sweep. To
validate the model, we employ the resulting best-fit parameters to
predict the behavior at the faster scan rates, which is then compared
to the experimental data at the corresponding rates.

Experimental

Cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed under an Ar at-
mosphere in an Omnilab glove box (Vacuum Atmospheres, USA)
with O2 levels below 1 ppm and H2O levels below 0.5 ppm.
Dimethoxyethane (DME, 99.5%, Sigma Aldrich, USA) was stored
over molecular sieves (3 Å, Fisher Scientific, USA) in the glove box
for at least two days before the experiment to ensure dehydration.
Magnesium borohydride (Mg(BH4)2, 95%, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was
stored in the glove box and used without further treatment. Mg(BH4)2
was dissolved in DME by stirring with a PTFE-coated magnetic stir-
bar for one hour at room temperature. An electrolyte with 75 mM
concentration was prepared.

CV measurements were carried out in the glove box at room
temperature using an Autolab PGSTAT302N potentiostat (Metrohm,
Netherlands). A standard unstirred three-electrode electrochemical
cell was employed, in which the reference compartment was con-
nected to the working compartment by a Luggin capillary and the
counter compartment was separated from the working compartment
by a glass frit. The spacing between the counter electrode and WE was
7 cm, and the spacing between the RE and WE was 5 cm. The WEs
were 100 µm diameter gold (99.998%, Alfa Aesar, USA) disk micro-
electrodes, produced in the laboratory by flame-sealing metal wires
in soda-lime-glass capillary tubes. Counter electrodes and REs were
comprised of magnesium foil (99%, Goodfellow, USA) and magne-
sium wire (99%, Goodfellow, USA), respectively. As discussed, this
geometry is different from what is employed in the model, but for
the purpose of demonstrating the capability of the model, it should
be sufficient. Exterior surfaces of the magnesium electrodes were re-
moved mechanically in the glove box prior to each experiment by
scraping their surfaces with stainless steel scissors to expose shiny
sub-surfaces. The WE potential was swept between ±1 V for ten cy-
cles at voltage scan rates of 20, 50, and 100 mV/s starting at 0 V.
Measured Coulombic efficiencies were low, with values of 34% at
20 mV/s, 39% at 50 mV/s, and 46% at 100 mV/s. Although multiple
cycles were performed, only the first cycles of each scan rate were
employed in the model parameterization. We note that the observed
nucleation overpotential declined with each subsequent cycle in the
experiments.

Results and Discussion

Parameter fitting and CV curve prediction.—The parameter
spaces sampled and the numbers of sampling steps for the coarse
and fine sweeps are summarized in Table I, and additional parameters
required for the simulation are summarized in Table II. The sampling
step size is equal for a given parameter and a given sweep. The coarse
parameter sweep resulted in 38,880 combinations. The histogram for
this sweep is shown as Fig. S1 in the supplemental information. At
the coarse level, the parameters exhibit unresolved peaks due to the
low sampling resolution. Therefore, a fine parameter sweep was per-
formed with 136,890 possible combinations, of which 145 (or 0.11%
of tested combinations) met the SSE threshold of 7 × 10−7 A2/cm4.
The histograms of the distributions of parameters for these calcula-
tions are shown in Fig. 2. Compared to the coarse parameter sweep,
the histograms in Fig. 2 exhibit well-defined peaks due to their finer
resolution. The voltammograms are shown in Fig. 3 for the parameter
sets that had the lowest overall SSE value as well as the highest value
that was below the threshold. The SSE values and the parameter sets
for these calculations are shown in Table III. The experimental CV
curve and the simulated CV curve with the best-fit parameter set are
in good agreement except toward the end of dissolution, where the
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Table I. Parameter Spaces Examined by the Coarse and Fine Sweeps.

coarse fine

parameter low high # steps low high # steps

β 0.15 0.55 9 0.225 0.425 9
k0 (cm/s) 1.78 × 10−8 1 × 10−6 8† 1.78 × 10−8 5.62 × 10−7 13†

D (cm2/s) 0.9 × 10−5 1.7 × 10−5 9 1.0 × 10−5 1.6 × 10−5 13
E0’ (V) −0.02 0.08 6 −0.01 0.07 9
ηnuc (V) −0.65 −0.2 10 −0.65 −0.2 10

†Indicates logarithmic step sizes were used.

Table II. Additional Simulation Parameters.

parameter Value

ϵs 7.2†

T 298 K
L 5 cm
&t 0.1 s
Kd1 4.77 × 10−5 mol/cm3

Kd2 4.77 × 10−3 mol/cm3

cMg 7.14 × 10−2 mol/cm3

% 14 cm3/mol
r 0.125
d 160 nm

†Value taken from Ref. 73.

experimental data shows non-ideality, likely due to more complex
deposit morphologies that are not accounted for in the model.

Using the best-fit parameter set, we predicted the voltammograms
at the 50 and 100 mV/s voltage scan rates (shown in Figs. 4a and 4b).
The predicted curves are again in good agreement with the experimen-
tal data for most of the voltage scan. In these cases, however, the slope

of the simulated CV curves during electrodissolution better matched
the experimental curves. In general, the predicted curves also show
agreement with both the onset and cessation of deposition, although
the peak deposition current is higher for the predicted curves than the
experimentally observed peak current.

To estimate the uncertainties of the fitted parameters, the mean
and standard deviation was calculated for each parameter, the val-
ues of which are summarized in Table IV. It is observed that the
best-fit parameter set is within one standard deviation of the mean
values. Comparison of the fitted parameters with experimental data
is difficult because, as was mentioned previously, many of these pa-
rameters do not have reported values in the literature. However, we
may make comparisons for both D and ηnuc. For D, the fitted value of
1.3 × 10−5 cm2/s is about six times larger than the value of approx-
imately 2 × 10−6 cm2/s reported by Rajput et al.21 While a value of
ηnuc is not available for nucleating magnesium upon a gold substrate,
literature values upon copper, platinum, nickel, and silver range from
−240 mV to −850 mV,4,37,38 and our fitted value of −300 mV is
within the range. It should be noted that the predicted values of k0 and
ηnuc would depend on the assumed deposit geometry, as well as the
cell geometry.

For the symmetry factor, β, the fitted value of 0.31 is lower
than the value of 0.5 that has been measured previously for lithium
deposition.69 It is well-known that the charge transfer coefficient, and

Figure 2. A histogram showing the distribution of parameters that result in simulated voltammograms with an SSE value below 7 × 10−7 A2/cm4 for 75 mM
Mg(BH4)2 at 20 mV/s after the fine parameter sweep. The black dashed lines indicate the bounds of the parameter space. The solid red line indicates the best-fit
value of the parameter, and the dash-dot blue line indicates the mean value of the parameter.
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Figure 3. A comparison of the experimental (solid red) and simulated (dashed
black) cyclic voltammograms for the 75 mM concentration at 20 mV/s for the
combinations of the parameters that resulted in (a) the lowest sum of squared
error and (b) the highest sum of squared error below the threshold of 7 × 10−7

A2/cm4. The parameters for each curve are reported in Table III.

consequently the symmetry factor, depends upon the overall reaction
mechanism.70,71 Although the model is capable of isolating a likely
value of β, the fitted value depends on the assumed reaction mech-
anism. Therefore, if the actual mechanisms differ from the assumed
mechanism, the fitted value of β may not be representative. However,
this does lead to the possibility of future investigations that could be
performed with the described model to determine whether or not the
calculated value of β is a consistent trend in magnesium electrochem-
istry.

Overall, the results demonstrate that while it is feasible to deter-
mine the parameters using the described fitting procedure, there is a
moderate degree of uncertainty in the calculated parameters. However,
the uncertainties would be reduced if one or more of the parameters—
particularly the deposit morphology throughout the cycle—could be
accurately determined experimentally. It should also be noted that
there is an inherent error in the values summarized in Table IV

Table III. Parameters Describing the Lowest and Highest SSE Fits.

parameter values

Parameter lowest SSE highest SSE

SSE (A2/cm4) 5.32 × 10−7 6.99 × 10−7

β 0.3 0.375
k0 (cm /s) 1.33 × 10−7 5.62 × 10−8

D (cm2/s) 1.3 × 10−5 1.2 × 10−5

E0′
(V) 0.03 0.01

ηnuc (V) −0.3 −0.5

Figure 4. A comparison of the experimental (solid red) and simulated (dashed
black) cyclic voltammograms for the 75 mM concentration at (a) 50 mV/s, and
(b) 100 mV/s. The best-fit values that were obtained by fitting the 20 mV/s
curve were then used to predict the behavior at higher sweep rates.

because of the fact that the simulated cell geometry does not exactly
correspond to the one used in the experiments reported in this work.
However, the data is sufficient for the demonstration of the approach.

Effect of sweep rate on peak current.—Generally, an increase in
the sweep rate is expected to lead to an increase in the magnitude of the
peak currents in the voltammogram from non-faradaic processes.52,60

However, both the experimental and simulated results in Figs. 3 and 4
exhibit a decrease in the magnitude of the peak current with increasing
scan rate. We propose that the decrease in peak current is due to a
smaller amount of electrochemically active magnesium and not non-
faradaic behavior of the electrolyte. In Fig. 5, it is observed that as
the sweep rate increases, there is a corresponding decrease in the
simulated value of θ at the peak deposition current. This is primarily a
result of the shorter duration of the cycle at higher voltage scan rates
within the same fixed voltage range. As stated in Eq. 25, the total
amount of deposited magnesium is related to the time integral of the
current. Thus, at higher rates, less magnesium is deposited even if the
current at a given voltage is otherwise the same.

Table IV. Average Parameter Values Fitted by Model.

parameter average value

β 0.31 ± 0.04
k0 (cm/s) 1.3 ± 0.4 × 10−7

D (cm2/s) 1.3 ± 0.1 × 10−5

E0′
(V) 0.030 ± 0.015

ηnuc (V) −0.34 ± 0.07
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Figure 5. A plot of the fraction of the surface area covered by magnesium, θ,
at the peak deposition current as a function of the sweep rate. At higher sweep
rates, less material can be deposited due to the shorter duration of the cycle,
reducing the coverage by magnesium.

While the model agrees with the experimentally observed trend of
a decreasing peak current with increasing sweep rate, the model pre-
dicts a smaller magnitude of decrease than is experimentally observed.
The likely cause of this discrepancy is that the actual deposit morphol-
ogy is more complex than that assumed in the model. By inspection of
Eq. 15, the deposition behavior may be split into two limiting cases:
deposition purely by growth of existing deposits or by nucleation of
new deposits. The nucleation overpotential lowers the formal potential
of the reaction, which shifts the voltammetric behavior to more neg-
ative applied potentials. Thus, at a given negative applied potential,
deposition by nucleation would yield a lower current than deposition
by growth. It can be observed from the simulation that θ serves to shift
the deposition curve in between these two extremes. Therefore, we
conclude that the assumed nucleation model overestimates the active
amount of magnesium, and consequently the current is predicted to
be higher than is observed experimentally. Future experimental work
may be able to inform the model regarding more realistic morphology
of the magnesium deposits, which may depend on the voltage scan
rate.

Considerations of experimental geometry.—Using the parame-
ters predicted by the model, we also predict the response of the
voltammogram to changes in the spacing between the WE and the
RE. For this test, we calculated the voltammogram for a 75 mM
electrolyte at a voltage scan rate of 20 mV/s, assuming spacings of
2.5 cm, 5 cm (the actual experimental spacing), and 10 cm using
the parameters given in Table III. The resulting curves are plotted in
Fig. 6, where the magnitude of the measured current decreases as the
electrode spacing increases. This relationship is of the form i ∝ 1/L ,
where L is the WE/RE spacing; halving the electrode spacing roughly
doubles the measured current density at a given point, and doubling
the spacing halves the measured current density. Therefore, the model
indicates that when using electrodes that are large as compared to
the separation between them, the spacing between the WE and RE
must be known in order to accurately determine the dynamics of the
system. This behavior arises from the uncompensated resistance of
the poorly conductive unsupported electrolyte. This is in agreement
with the report by Myland and Oldham,72 which concluded that, for
a weakly conductive electrolyte, the uncompensated resistance will
always have an effect on the measured cell behavior unless the sepa-
ration between the WE and RE becomes infinitesimally small. Thus,
the cell geometry should always be reported for experimental mea-
surements of voltammetry with unsupported electrolytes.

Figure 6. The impact of the spacing between the WE and RE in the model.
As the spacing increases, the measured current response to the voltage sweep
decreases. These curves were calculated using the parameters for the 75 mM
electrolyte at 20 mV/s.

Conclusions

A 1D model was developed to simulate the cyclic voltammetry
of a Mg(BH4)2/DME electrolyte with a gold WE and a magnesium
RE by simultaneously solving the Nernst-Planck and Poisson equa-
tions for the mass transport and electrostatic potential, respectively.
Boundary conditions were developed to incorporate a kinetic rate
law for magnesium deposition and dissolution, which was modified
to account for the nucleation behavior of magnesium upon the WE
and the experimentally determined Coulombic efficiency. This model
was parameterized by batch fitting to the first cycle of experimentally
obtained voltammograms for 75 mM concentration of electrolyte at
20 mV/s. The fitted parameters were employed to predict the voltam-
metric response at 50 and 100 mV/s. Histograms of the parameter sets
that produce good fits to the experimental voltammograms over a large
parameter space were generated. The results show that the model is
able to predict a likely range of the parameters that describe the system.
The best-fit values of the parameters produce cyclic voltammograms
that are overall similar to the experimental curves against which they
were fit, and the predicted voltammograms at higher sweep rates also
exhibit good agreement with the experimental data.

The model, combined with the fitting procedure, allowed for the
determination of kinetic information of the Mg(BH4)2/DME elec-
trolyte, but this was made possible by employing several assumptions
to minimize degrees of freedom in the system of equations. First, it
was assumed that the electrolyte was mostly dissociated into solvated
ions and the electroactive species was Mg2+. Second, convection was
assumed not to contribute to mass transport. Third, the development
of the kinetic rate law assumed that the rate constant for the formation
of the intermediate was significantly faster than for the deposition
of the solid and thus could be neglected in the overall expression.
Fourth, a simple deposit morphology was assumed to describe the
surface of the WE due to a lack of available experimental data. Fourth,
the Coulombic efficiency below unity was assumed to arise from a
non-electrochemical process that occurs during dissolution. Fifth, all
solute diffusivities were assumed to be equal. Finally, experimental
data with a planar cell geometry were not available, and thus a data set
obtained with a disk microelectrode and comparatively larger counter
and reference electrodes was utilized. Based on the present simulation
results, an experimental setup with a planar electrode geometry where
the electrodes are large with respect to the separation between them
appears to be a viable scheme for extracting the parameters governing
reaction kinetics and mass transport. In addition, the electrode sep-
aration must be accurately measured and reported for such a setup
because it plays a key role in the dynamic behavior captured by the
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voltammogram. There are also moderate uncertainties in the aver-
age values of some of the fitted parameters, which are likely due to
interplay between the surface deposit morphology, nucleation overpo-
tential, and standard heterogeneous rate constant. With experimental
work to accurately measure values of even one or two parameters, the
uncertainties in the remaining parameters should decrease greatly.
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